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By Harav Y. Reuven Rubin Shlita 

 

The resilience of our Torah leaders has shaped the wonder that is Klal Yisroel.

From our very beginning, our nation has defied all odds and thrived despite the

most difficult times.  Where does this ability to hold on and even grow, despite

adversity, originate? Which wellspring gives us this courage and hope? Chazal

call the Sefer of Bereishis “Toras Avos” the Torah of our Forefathers, which

intimates that everything in this first Book of the Chumash contains a myriad of

teachings that we the children of those first holy ancestors need to learn and

absorb.

Visiting my close mentor and friend Rav Moshe Kupetz (may he soon see a total

refuah shleimah- please daven for Sholem Moshe ben Baila) he shared with me a

Medrash Lekach Tov that was extremely moving. Parshas Vayishlach is unique in

that the vast majority of the sentences start with the Hebrew letter vav which

usually means “and”.  We are taught that sentences starting this way generally

hint at future sorrow. This parsha contains the blueprint of all future epochs of

our people’s Diaspora. It tells us about the sale of Yosef Hatzaddik by his

brothers and the beginnings of our descent into Mitzrayim. Little wonder then

that all its sentences start with a touch of sadness. Yet, there are eight sentences

that start with other letters. Whilst sharing this insight, Rav Moshe sighed and

said that no matter how many times one learns Chumash, there will always be
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new surprises. Most people would never see this pattern, yet there it is, and

when needed it comes forth. Eight sentences of hope mixed in with all the woe.

Perhaps this represents the eight days of Chanukah, which is a time of

illumination created in the midst of the darkest time of our people. When we are

faced with difficult challenges we are meant to embrace the knowledge that in

this mix can be found light, and it will be this light that will ultimately be

eternally cerebrated.

We have a unique law on Chanukah. The Talmud tells us, and the Shulchan Aruch

records, ha’roeh mevareich, one who can’t light for himself or herself and sees

the candles of someone else nevertheless makes the second blessing of “Who

has wrought miracles for our forefathers.”

When seeing someone put on tefillin, take a lulav, or blow shofar, we don’t make

a blessing. Only on Chanukah does one make a blessing when seeing someone

else do the mitzvah. Why?

“Chanukah is about seeing things, people, ideas, and miracles that
are actually right in front of us, even though we may not be able to
visibly see them”

The Kedushas Levi, Rav Levi Yitzchok of Berdichov, tells us that Chanukah is the

holiday of seeing. The different Jewish holydays correspond with our different

senses. On Purim our hearing is heightened as we listen to the Megillah. On

Pesach our sense of taste is sharpened when we eat matzo and marror. On

Chanukah, he says, we evaluate our sense of sight, testing how well we see.

What kind of seeing are we honing? It is not our physical sense of sight. In our

times of Fake News we must certainly accept that not everything we see is to be

believed. No, for a Yied there is a higher sense of seeing. It's the understanding

that Hashem is in our lives constantly, His illumination is there within our lives,

permeating even the difficult challenges that life throws at us.  The highly

respected Rav, Rabbi Efrem Goldberg, offers a brilliant example of this dynamic:

What is the difference between a room that is filled with darkness versus one

filled with light? Is there any change to the room itself? Whether the light is on

or off in the room, the furniture remains the same, the layout of the room, the



placement of the door, and the height of the ceiling are a constant.

What, then, is the difference between the light being on or off in my room? Just

one’s perception, the ability to identify and see the reality, the truth and that

which was right before you all along.

Chanukah is about seeing things, people, ideas, and miracles that are actually

right in front of us, even though we may not be able to visibly see them.

The Chashmonoim didn’t see their few numbers, weak army, and impossible task.

They saw the mighty hand of Hashem, the obligation to fight, and they saw

Divine protection that would accompany them.

Chanukah is about lighting the candles and using them to harness our sight, not

in the ophthalmic sense, but our deep vision of what is true, precious, and dear.

The Torah holds secrets that await us with every reading.

As a Rav I have had to prepare Torah verta for every sort of occasion and each

Shabbos Kodesh. I have found that an appropriate Torah insight will present

itself just when needed.

Eight sentences of light, eight days of Chanukah, even in the midst of our Golus,

they flicker and offer hope.

We often find ourselves enveloped in a cover of darkness, the power that our

Avos bestowed on us is that even in such a haze, there is the glimmering

illumination that is Hashem’s love.



By Harav Y Reuven Rubin Shlita 

So what’s it all about? In the midst of all the noise we can often lose sight of

what it is we as Jews are meant to celebrate. Chanukah is such a wondrous gift,

yet it seems to be engulfed in the very crassness we are meant to avoid! To

understand let’s take a moment to stand back and observe.

Hashem has gifted us with a rare moment in our nation’s history wherein we are

living in comparative comfort. We are rarely hounded in the streets by anti-

Semitic chants, and in our daily lives we can practice our religious duties as we

see fit. Our stomachs are full, and we carry comfortable clothing on our backs. 

Our homes are heated, our beds made with pillows and sheets. The reality is that

in every aspect we are doing quite well, thank you very much. Yet, at the same

time we are tormented by stress. Many of our young couples seem to be drifting,

and some of our youth are leaving the halls of Torah and stooping to the worst

levels of what is the materialistic cravenness of society.

Slipping into this topsy turvy world we find Chanukah, a celebration that offers

light and sanity. So let us stop for a moment, turn our heads away from the glitter

of advertisements for exotic tasting doughnuts and fried delicacies, and seek out

what the focus of Chanukah is all about.

Back in those ancient times, the Jews lived in a very materialistic yet cultured

society. Ancient Greece wreaked of enticement, Hellenism was the first culture

that did not call others to worship idols, but rather to worship themselves. The

glorification of the human body supplanted the need to worship any outside
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force. Games were played, extravagant shows put on, all in the name of beauty

and form.  Given the level of technology at hand, it was nothing short of a

mastering of the environment that allowed the entire world to be brainwashed

by the show of materialistic nihilism. Nothing was sacred, hence the sacred was

disdained.

The Jews lived in a vassal state that allowed us to remain apart but beckoned the

masses to join in the fun. Tragically, many of our people were caught up in the

madness, and soon, even the Holy Beis Hamikdosh fell into disrepair as our

tefillos were silenced by the footsteps of our deserting young. Sure we could

remain Jews, eat a hundred different doughnuts, and enjoy exotic trips abroad.  It

was just that Hashem was nowhere to be found. The chant of enticement

overwhelmed our cherished davening. This was a new kind of Golus, one we had

no blueprint for, one that seemed to be threatening our very existence.

Despite all this, a small handful of devoted Yidden struggled to remain loyal to

our heritage and identity. They spoke of Torah truths, of learning, of being that

which Hashem most sought, His chosen children. It seemed that their voices

were being drowned out by the magnificent fanfare of the new and sparkling

world of Greek culture. How can you speak of Yiddishkeit when all about you are

shows and entertainment? The body was fed well, and the holy nation kicked.

After all, we lived in the hallowed land of Israel, and everyone around us was

Jewish. Yet, that small group was pestering, their voices could sometimes be

heard above the din of assimilation.

“We are that small band of souls that are being tasked with the
responsibility to call out, to act, to be Torah-true despite the odds”

Here then is the true essence of Chanukah: that amidst all the turmoil, despite

the dearth of spirituality, that small group made a decision. They would fight

against the masters of the benign and, struggling against all the odds, they

would bring back our people to our holy role. The sheer audacity of that handful

of neshomas is hard for us to comprehend. The whole world was lost to the

enticements of this new future. How could those souls even dare to fight against

what was so inviting? Even the Holy Beis Hamikdosh was silent, so how could

this minuscule minority stand in the way of “progress”?  And that was the



miracle: they did stand up, they did cry out, they did point out the falseness of

the Greek experience. Their bravery led to everything that followed. The return

to a cleansed Beis Hamikdosh, the finding of that long-discarded cruise of holy

oil, all that and so much more, came about because a small group of Torah

Yidden screamed out: Enough!!

Well, let’s look around us today. Do you notice anything? Is that bakery window

with its hundreds of doughnuts the answer to our spiritual malaise? Have we not

in so many ways joined in the worshipers of material gain? We are deluged by

advertisements to join in the fun. Shows, fancy cars, sumptuous holidays,

tempting styles, all this and so much more. It screams at you with every step you

take. It’s as if the new Hellenists have made a few minor changes, allowing for

modern realities, and picked up where they left off thousands of years ago. Our

children leave, young couples lose their way, and the elderly are pushed to the

back of our reality. The music blares; sanity remains shivering in the corner. We

take ever more pills so as to cope, trying to jump off the treadmill but fearing

ridicule.

Modern times, the newest in a long line of beckoning fads that seek to engulf our

People.

How can we hope to remain pure with even a semblance of kedusha? By

hearkening to the small voice of reason that calls out to us from the corners of

our lives. We light candles and remember those courageous tzaddikim who

called out from the swamp that engulfed our nation. We stop and gaze at the

flickering lights that are our neshomas, and we daven to Hashem. Yes, we don’t

seek segulahs; we just sit down and ask Hashem ourselves for sanity and

redemption.

We must be ever-conscious of the fact that our Torah community is but a small

fraction of the Jewish world in which we live. We are that small band of souls

that are being tasked with the responsibility to call out, to act, to be Torah-true

despite the odds. All the illumination that was created by that small kernel of

Torah heroes is what this Yom Tov should be about, and we should learn of their

bravery and act accordingly.



By Harav Y Reuven Rubin Shlita 

Chanuka is such a scrambled affair; it’s half Yom Tov, half weekday. You go to

work, then come home and are transported to another realm. The family gathers

together, your kids finally get off the phone, all is quiet and the candles are lit.

Songs are sung, and then you just gaze at the flickering lights as your thoughts

travel…

The flames defy all reason. They strive against gravity, seeking to go up where

everything else is drawn down. The mind wants to be focused on matters that

also defy nature. You so want to rise like the flickering lights, above the here and

now, beyond the mundane. As is always the case, one’s mind seems to be

running at one hundred miles an hour, and so many different ideas crash through

it with a jarring momentum.

You try to slow things down, bring a sense of calm to everything and actually

hear what your brain is saying. You gaze into the lights. It’s Chanuka — anything

is possible. Perhaps this tangled mixture of the everyday and the holy is just the

point. Given where our society is today, shafts of light piercing the darkness of

the drudgery of daily life are what miracles are made of.

Yidden can get through all of life’s difficulties if we only remain
good brothers to each other

Let me share just such a light that came my way. I was talking to a very close

friend who for the last few years has nursed his young wife through cancer. He

told me that recently, when he was visiting her in the hospital, he came across an
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article entitled, “Why Bad Things Happen to Good People.” This is not a new

topic, nor is it one that has a definitive answer. However, the author of the article

decided to answer the question in his own words, some of which I would like to

reveal to you.

He wrote:

“ This question is asked specifically with reference to cancer. Cancer in all its

forms is horrible at best. The treatment is nasty and more often than not causes

more visible illness than the cancer itself does until its later stages. It has to be

said also that cancer is indiscriminate, and whatever the sufferer’s walk of life,

no one deserves to be ill.”

Here I would like to point out that the writer of these words is not an ordained

rav, nor has he even had a yeshiva education, but he speaks from a place so deep

that he touches one’s core. The article continues:

“However, with all this in mind, there are things that happen to you when cancer

hits that change your entire outlook on life. There is the gut-wrenching feeling

that hits you as you are told what the problem is, the panic at the thought that a

loved one is going to die (even when it’s a treatable form, the first thought is

about mortality). How are you going to tell people? Are you in fact going to tell

them? Why me? Questions zoom around your mind, words are spoken by doctors,

and just trying to comprehend what’s wrong with you or your loved one

suddenly becomes harder than anything you have ever done in the past. Life has

just taken on a whole new meaning, and you haven’t even left the consulting

room.”

“What, you may ask, is my point? The point is that as your life suddenly falls

apart and everything seems lost, stop and look around, the basics that mattered

before now don’t seem quite as important.

Soon you find yourself talking to strangers about life issues when you never

would have before. You know they are sincere because their attitudes to life

have just been altered as well.

Amazingly, these people whom you have only just met become important to you

in a short time. You sit in the waiting room and see the same person sitting there



every week. It starts with a smile, and you start talking. Then you find yourself

rooting for this person as well as yourself… If you don’t see him for a week, you

worry about him — and he feels the same about you. You are now affecting

another person’s life for the better; you’re helping someone purely by being a

part of his life for thirty minutes a week.

There is another type of person that you meet who does more for you than just

“help”; they actually make you want to succeed. Their actions are astounding.

They not only cope with their illness with grace and dignity, but they embrace

the struggle, they use the adversity to grow and improve themselves, and this

rubs off on you. You see that while life is tough, there are ways of changing

things for the better, maybe not in terms of the illness but definitely as a human

being.

These people stay with you forever; they affect you profoundly and you will

always remember them… When things get tough, you ask yourself, What would

So-and-so do? And even though they may not be there physically, that special

feeling that they gave you helps you through your crises.

Now, at long last, the point of all this: If you are a good person and become ill, it

may not be a punishment — it may just be that you are needed to help someone

else through a tough time. Grab the opportunity. Having a profound effect on

just one person’s life may not justify any illness, but it may help you, and in turn

you will be able to help them and others. We must take the opportunity to learn

from adversity and use that knowledge to improve ourselves and those around

us. I know it has helped me.”

What a Chanuka gift! The basis of the Chanuka miracle was that Yidden were

ready to support and help each other, despite all the odds, despite the enemies

around them. Chassidim tell of one Chanuka in Gur when the crowds who came

to witness the Rebbe’s menora lighting were so huge that one could hardly

breathe. Into this sea of humanity walked the Gerrer Rebbe, the Imrei Emes, ztz”l.

He looked around and indicated that his youngest child, the future Pnei

Menachem, was missing.

People searched for the child. He was nowhere to be found. Then there was a

movement in the rear of the large hall. Through the crowd strode the Rebbe’s



oldest son Harav Itche Meyer, carrying on his shoulders his youngest baby

brother. As he entered the circle that surrounded his holy father, he gently set

the lad down. The Rebbe bent down and whispered, Ehr iz a gutte bridder, “He is

a good brother.” The chassidim understood this to be the lesson of Chanuka —

Yidden can get through all of life’s difficulties if we only remain good brothers to

each other.

My writer friend is telling us the same thing. In this difficult life, we can survive

when we share and support each other. There is no greater darkness than that

experienced when facing a life-threatening illness, yet at that very edge of

existence, such lofty truths can be found.

The mind spins with one’s daily problems. Sit a while and look at the lights; let

them ease the pain. They defy all nature — so can you. They fly up — so can you.

It’s yours for the taking; just let your mind focus.

We burn thirty-six lights over the entire Chanuka period. This represents the first

thirty-six hours at the beginning of Creation when a unique light lit this world.

That light was so strong that Hashem has hidden it away for when Moshiach

comes. Some may ask: What is the need of a light that no one sees, that remains

hidden from sight? Perhaps knowing it is there is important for our hopes — or

perhaps it is not actually all that hidden. We see glimpses of it in the words of

the Torah and in the flashes of spiritual heroism in those around us — or, maybe

most of all, in hospital waiting rooms. 



By Harav Y Reuven Rubin Shlita 

Britain is known to tourists throughout the world for its oldie worldly sites. In

London one can find all sorts of interesting and colourful places that are rich

with history. One such place is a particular tea emporium that has sold that

wondrous elixir from the same fancy address for close to three centuries, and has

been decorated with Royal Warrants for over one hundred and eighty years.

Recently I had an opportunity to visit this famous store and went through its

hallowed doors with a feeling of hopeful anticipation. I am of a rare breed, a

Yankee that drinks tea rather than coffee. Having heard for years about the sheer

assortment of teas available at this spot, my appetite was whetted and my wallet

half open.

As one walks into this venerable institution one is greeted with large shelves

boasting an assortment of tea tins, all of which bear the imprimatur of Ye Old

England. The many sales assistants are dressed in red tails and waistcoats and

their demeanour is decidedly superior. One aspect strikes you immediately: most

of the customers are American or Japanese tourists. This whole imperialist set-

up thrives only because of the thousands of American shoppers coming to buy a

little bit of “the mother country”. As I waded through the throngs I overheard a

very intriguing discussion. A tall fellow, from New York City I guessed, was

standing there with a number of boxes and asking one of the red coated

assistants where he could find Earl Grey teabags. The red coat looked down his

decidedly long nose and said that they didn’t happen to have tea bags at the

moments and that in fact, tea bags were really not acceptable. “Oh” said the New

Yorker, “My wife drinks Earl Grey tea with milk every day” This was said with a

hint of hope, believing that all Englishman drink their tea with milk. “Oh my,”

screeched the offended sales assistant disdainfully, “how can one drink

How to drink Earl Grey



Earl Grey with milk?” How indeed! The poor fellow was then given a long drosha
on the impropriety of drinking the said tea with milk, as if it were an insult to the

Queen, her late mother and most definitely the long- since departed Earl Grey

whoever he may have been.

We can often do more harm than good with our attitude, and cause
some to drift away.

Now New Yorkers are generally not a timid race, but this poor guy was shaking in

his boots. He let go of the tea boxes as tears welled up in his eyes. “Oh dear,

what will I tell my wife now?” With this the red coated mashgiach sashayed

away, towards another poor soul awaiting his enlightened opinions on the art of

tea drinking. I stood for a moment and reflected on the tourist’s sad face, before

doing what I felt was a true mitzvah; I walked over to him with these comforting

words. “Don’t let that silly man scare you, you drink that tea any way you like.

Believe me, he will take your money even if you use the stuff for mouthwash.” In

truth I speak from vast experience on this subject since in the Rubin household

pots of Earl Grey tea have been served for some fifty years most mornings to the

Rebbetzin, with, yes, a healthy dollop of milk.

This morsel of tourist lore is germane in respect of another story. I remember

many years ago as a bochur an event that is etched in my memory. I was learning

in a large yeshiva that had amongst its student body a number of late starters.

One such lad was considered a very special masmid, and everyone who came

into contact with him wondered at his strength of belief. One day he was invited

to daven Mincha “fare der amud” something he had never done before. With no

small sense of fear he walked up to the front of the Beis Medrash and started

leading the tefilloh. When it came to the reader’s repetition he made a mistake,

one he wasn’t aware of. In the Ashkenazi custom one says “Mashiv Haruach
umorid Hagoshem” from Shemini Atzeres until Pesach. Our young Ba’al Tefilah

had somehow not learnt this particular important nugget of halachic practice,

and so left this passage out. Of course he was corrected immediately and

although a bit shamed, he soldiered on. After the davening, a committee of

concerned students went over to an older bochur, one who was learning for



semicha and told of the red-faced boy’s mistake. The future Rav stood up to his

full height and announced that all the tefillos the young boy had offered during

all the winter months since he became frum were not really proper and hence

were worthless.

Now I really don’t want to enter into the halachic dynamics of all this. However,

can you imagine what those words did to that young boy’s neshomoh? Can you

begin to feel his pain? No matter what the din may be, saying words to such

effect served no purpose other than to destroy the young man’s fragile

confidence. Sure he had been mistaken, and it wasn’t as if he was asking if he

needed to change what he was doing until then. However, he had fought many a

battle to get to that yeshiva, battles others would never even dream of, and his

tefillos were certainly filled with a love and reverence for Hashem. What good

was done by telling him that they were of no worth?

In our frum world today many seem all too ready to decide halochoh without

even thinking what the personal dynamics of individuals may be. We can often

do more harm than good with our attitude, and cause some to drift away when

what Hashem seeks is our connection. There are those who feel insecure in

themselves and somehow it raises their spiritual temperature if they can tell

others of their faults.

Harsh words you may say, well yes, but with reason. You see I am on the

periphery, in a place where many first taste the droplets of the Torah’s

sweetness, and I see the consequences of such an attitude. We will win no

brownie points for Torah adherence when we speak to others in a condescending

fashion.

It is good to remember that when we talk to others we should be aware that we

never know their life story. True spiritual leaders understand this; it’s not only

the Halochoh but that extra volume of the Shulchan Aruch that is vital. The

Kotzker was wont to say, “Don’t stop looking inside yourself! And do not look

inside others!”….

Chanukah reminds one how special a little light can be. We should seek to

illuminate our world, not darken it with harshness.



Let the red coats drink their tea without milk. For us the sweetest drink of all is

one sweetened by a Torah that is honey to the soul.



By Harav Y. Reuven Rubin Shlita 

Chassidic stories are often repeated many times. This is because with each new

hearing more light is shed. Let me share just one such oft-told, yet moving, tale.

In Bergen Belsen on the eve of Chanukah, a selection took place. Early in the

morning three Nazi sadists, dressed in their perfect black uniforms with the skull

and crossbones insignia, entered the men’s barracks. They ordered the men to

stand at the foot of the three-tiered bunk beds.

The selection began, and with indiscriminate nonchalance they walked past, and

waving a finger, decided who would be subject to the sentence of death.  With

the shrilling word “komme,” the men selected were marched outside; awaiting

them was a group of S.S. men. They then were methodically beaten with iron

poles and truncheons until they were dead. This random mayhem took place all

that black day until sunset.  When the Nazi devils finally departed, they left

behind hundreds of tortured and twisted bodies. 

“Our hearts may seem full of gloom, yet with a ray of light
everything can become illuminated” 

It was then that Chanukah began in Bergen Belsen. The time had arrived to

kindle the Chanukah lights. Instead of a silver menorah, they made do with a
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wooden clog, strings pulled from a camp uniform for a wick, and for the precious

oil, well, for that they found some liquid shoe polish.

Not far from the heaps of freshly killed neshamos, the living skeletons gathered,

seeking to observe the mitzvah of light in the darkest pit on earth.

To the Bluzhever Rebbe ztl fell the responsibility to light the first licht and the

tzaddik chanted the first two blessings with a sweet, yet sad tune. He then

looked around, as if seeking something.  Quickly he turned his attention back to

the light and recited the third blessing, “Blessed art Thou, O Lord our G-d, King of

the Universe, who has kept us alive, and hast preserved us, and enabled us to

reach this season.”

Amongst those present was a Mr. Zamietchkowski, one of the leaders of the

Warsaw Bund. He was a clever and sincere fellow who had a passion for

discussing issues of truth even in the hell he inhabited.  As soon as the Rebbe

finished the lighting ceremony, Zamietchkowski elbowed his way to him and

said, “Spira, you are a clever and honest man. I can understand your need to

kindle the lights with the blessing even in this death house.  I can even

understand the historical note of the second blessing, but the fact that you

uttered the third blessing is beyond all understanding. How could you thank G-d

for letting us live at this time, when outside your window there are hundreds of

dead martyrs?  Even those alive are just seconds away from death, and to this

you bestow a blessing “who enabled us to reach this season?”

“Reb Yid, you are one hundred percent correct,” sighed the Rebbe. “When I

reached that third blessing I also hesitated and asked myself what should I do
with this blessing? I turned my head, hoping to catch the eye of the Rav of Zaner

or one of the other worthy Rabbis, wishing to ask them this question. But just as I

was turning my head I noticed that behind me a throng was standing, a large

crowd of living Yidden, with eyes expressing faith despite the odds. They were

there to see the Chanukah lights with deep devotion. I said to myself, If Hashem
has a nation that at times like these, when, standing before the Chanukah lights,
they see in front of them the heaps of bodies of their beloved fathers, brothers,
and friends, and death is lurking in every corner of their lives; and despite all
that they stand in such numbers to witness the Chanukah ceremony, then I have
been blessed to see such startling devotion. This itself is deserving of a
blessing.”



Some years later, the Bluzhever Rebbe received regards from Mr.

Zamietchkowski. He had asked the son of the Skabiner Rav to tell the Bluzhever

Rebbe that the answer he gave him that dark night in Bergen Belsen had stayed

with him ever since and was a constant source of inspiration during hard and

troubled times.

Sometimes darkness creeps up on us, and we suddenly find ourselves

overwhelmed by it. We have been spared the hell of the camps. However, many

find themselves engulfed in depression and anxiety. We somehow never see it

coming, yet all the while our hearts grow dimmer. When the bleakness seems at

its worst we flounder about wondering how we can crawl out of our inner

emptiness.

A holy healing balm is Chanukah; it is a Yom Tov of illumination that comes at the

darkest moment of the year. The miracle of the oil and the wonder of its lasting

all that time is more unique when we realize that in those times, Yidden were in

spiritual darkness as well.

The Haftorah for Chanukah speaks of another such moment, and how light was

brought to bear for our ancestors.  At the end of the Babylonian exile, nine years

before the story of Purim, some forty-thousand Jews, led by Zerubavel and

Yehoshua the Kohen Godol, returned to Israel. They started to rebuild the Beis

Hamikdosh, but were held back by the authorities until eighteen years after the

events of the miracle of Purim.

Things were spiritually very difficult at that time. The Yidden had suffered

greatly in Golus, and intermarriage was raging rampantly throughout the Jewish

world. Even the kohen gadol had sons who had taken gentile wives and the

Prophet Zechariah depicts how Satan is condemning Yehoshua for his lack of zeal

in chastising his kin.

However, Hashem defends Yehoshua calling him “a firebrand rescued from the

flames.” This indicates that he had tremendous empathy for the horror that the

nation was living through, and as such could not be faulted. Despite the chaos

around him he sought to bring light. He is blessed with a prophecy which

includes a vision of the Menorah with a continuous supply of olive oil,

reminiscent of the miracle of Chanukah.



This chapter in our long history of pain seems to be speaking to our very own

experiences. Our holy leaders came through the dreadfulness of the Holocaust

as true “firebrands rescued from the flames” and through their efforts new

visions of light were born. Jewish light is created in ancient Jerusalem, in Bergen

Belsen, wherever the spirit is stretched towards Hashem’s essence.

Just as then, we have yet to be granted the total redemption with the rebuilding

of the Sanctuary, but we should never despair. Hashem knows our travails and

will see to our purification. We need just remain focused, never losing hope.

Chanukah is not about teaching as much as about “giving over,” handing to

others that which we see as illuminating. For all the other Yomim Tovim we have

whole volumes in Shas. For Chanukah we barely eke out three blatt Gemoro in

maseches Shabbos. Why is there so little teaching? Perhaps because when

speaking of illuminating the world we must simply transmit rather than just

speak. And what is it that we are meant to convey?  Spiritual radiance! A small

ray of light can drive out a huge expanse of darkness. Our hearts may seem full

of gloom, yet with a ray of light everything can become illuminated.

The sweet voice of the Bluzhever Rebbe, zy”a, still reverberates with his sighing

of those blessings made in the darkest of dark places; his light is in the light of

our blessings today, and connect us all with generations of “firebrands”.

 



Tehillim – Kapitel 91 

By Harav Y. Reuven Rubin Shlita

The wintry weather has hit in full force.  It is cold and rainy outside, the nights

are longer, and there is a feeling of discomfort in the soul. It is ten weeks since

the bren of Yom Tov burned so enthusiastically, and one seeks strength to make

it through the dark, wintry nights. Our Father in Heaven knows all too well the

needs of His children, so He gave us Chanuka as a spiritual antidote. And what

sweet medicine it is.

The mind floods with the warmth of Chanukas of years past. This special time is

tailor-made to fulfill our every need. The short winter days make life lived in the

daylight even more hectic. Somehow the biological clock doesn't find enough

time to get everything done.  There is an edge of incompleteness fluttering in

one’s mind.

We rush home as the skies are quickly turning into night, the children gather

about expectantly, the menora sparkles, and the very air seeps with the feeling

of family togetherness. Father makes the brachos, the flickering lights spread

from one end of the window to the next, and age-old songs are sung in chorus. It

is a moment of nourishment in the crass world around us.

Each family has its own Chanuka customs, and ours is no different. It’s amazing

which small acts in mitzva observance become the cherished memories for

future generations. In the Rubin family, it has long been the custom to sit by the

lighted menora for a half-hour reciting a whole raft of zemiros together. This
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tradition was handed down from previous generations and gives us all a warm

feeling of continuity.

One favorite song is the ninety-first kapitel of Tehillim, which we recite seven

times in unison. Come and share with me its heartwarming words.

The kapitel begins, “Whoever sits in the refuge of the most High shall dwell in

the shadow of the Alm-ghty." The world today has gone mad.  None of the time-

honored values of the past seems sacred anymore. We, the Torah community, are

cast upon the turbulence of a secular society that has no place or time for

matters of the soul. Instead, time is seen as a tool to be used in the pursuit and

consumption of every sort of object and whim. If someone tries to bring it to a

halt, he is seen as a hazard to the progress of this global village.

We are afraid to open our doors - who knows what evil will spring forth? It is the

winter of mankind's heart, and the frozen pain so tangibly felt seems to

permeate the very air we breathe.

The opening words of this kapitel give us hope, warmth and courage to carry on. 

The refuge they refer to is the refuge of a Torah family, where the warmth of

safety is present and insulated.

This beautiful kapitel was composed by Moshe Rabbeinu upon the completion of

the construction of the Mishkan. Moshe was telling us that if we stay within the

shadow of the Alm-ghty we will find true refuge. The holy Alshich explains that

the place where the Alm-ghty dwells is actually within the heart of man. The

most sacred of places is within our very selves.

The problem is that we don't always realize this truth. We seek external answers

for internal needs. The soul is so very thirsty, yet we are frightened to give of our

own nourishment. Even many in our own community are often too harassed to

stop and actualize this. All too many dedicated Yidden live their lives on

automatic pilot.  Their careers, the struggle to earn a livelihood, the rat race of

keeping up with others - it all gets in the way.

But there are moments of sanity that can grab us from this deluge. Seven times,

again and again, we say it: "I will say to Hashem, He is my refuge and my

fortress.” The safe place we yearn for is within our hearts. This realization builds



a fortress against the cold from without.

This psalm has within it every letter of the alef-beis except for the zayin. The

Abudraham points out that the word zayin literally means weapon. With a

deeper understanding of the holy words of this kapitel, we will have the greatest

of weapons to fend off the cold of our enemies. In fact, the greatest of dangers is

this very coldness.  It calcifies our sensitivities and makes it hard for us to even

feel how far away we may be.

Zayin also stands for the number seven. Every motzaei Shabbos we say this

kapitel to remind ourselves of the renewal of the seven days of Creation each

week. Perhaps the custom of reciting these words seven times by the glow of the

menora should also instill this into our minds. The creation of a warm and loving

life starts with finding refuge in Hashem, and that sanctuary lies within the grasp

of every Jewish heart.

The kapitel continues, “That He will deliver you from the ensnaring trap, from

devastating pestilence.” Can there be any greater traps than those set by the

society that surrounds us today? How often do we fall victim to the mind-snares

that await us at every turn? How many lavish simchas must there be before we

wake up and realize what folly it is to focus so much on the gashmius aspects?

The yetzer hara takes on a different guise in each generation. Today he dresses

up in the longest of coats and the largest of hats, and he asks only one thing:

“Don't think!” You can live and take part in this vibrant Torah world, but if false

labels and prestigious comprise drive your priorities, it can be very cold indeed.

Seven times we say it, over and over. It’s cold outside, but we sit huddled about

our lights, hoping to bring them into our souls.  “You shall not fear the terror of

the night nor the arrow that flies by day.” Yes, we walk in dark times.  Morality

has gone for an extended vacation. We have good reason to fear this darkness -

this void of all that is good and proper. Yet if we can discover and tap into the

abundant G-dliness that is within the refuge of ourselves, we can go through the

darkness without fear.

The “arrow that flies by day” indicates a fear of the sudden changes and crises

that seem to come from nowhere. One minute you are walking along without a

care in the world, and then all of a sudden something happens that changes your



whole life. I call this the “stuff happens syndrome,” and there is no formula to

keep such “stuff” from happening. If, however, we are really connected with our

faith in Hashem, then all the “stuff” thrown at us will never defeat us. We will see

life's detours as G-d-sent indicators that allow for our growth.

“A thousand will fall at your side and a myriad at your right hand, but it shall

not approach you.” People who can’t relate to Hashem's Will through their

adversity are destroyed by those events. The Yid who lives by his faith will not

lose himself, and total depression will never “approach” him.

“No evil will befall you, nor will any plague come near your tent.” Evil can drive

us down when we let it disconnect our will from our heart. If, however, we stay

loyal to the refuge of Hashem, even if we lose a few skirmishes in life's battles

we will never be lost.

In this dire time, each family, each “tent,” can be saved from the plagues of the

world by coming together and sharing the glowing lights of the menora. That

cold place outside is not ours.  Ours is the shimmering warmth of the lichtelech
that remind us of our own need for rededication to what is real. Seven times we

affirm it, again and again. It is Hashem Who reaches out from the cold that seeps

within.  We need but accept and embrace His promise of that warmth.

And thus our psalm ends: "I will satisfy him with long life and show him My

salvation.” Hashem promises us that if we truly live with the light of His faith

our lives will find real satisfaction.  That is the true essence of a long life - one

that is not measured by time but by spirituality. What greater salvation can we

aspire to?

So, my dear friends, gather around your menoras and invite the light of Hashem

into your very selves. Say the words of old once, twice, yes, even seven times,

and create a memory - create a place of eternal light.



By Harav Y. Reuven Rubin Shlita

The secret of life is living it. We are gifted with so much, yet more often than not

we seem to just be drifting. Things go on and we just allow circumstances to

snuff out our own abilities to think; we become suffocated by indifference and

silently lose the spark that is our very being.

Chanukah addresses those in the doldrums; it awakens the dormant spirit that

lays within us all, and helps us to realize that in the darkest times we can, indeed

we must, create light.

As a writer, I don’t like using abbreviations; they don’t allow room for variations

and tend to limit what they describe. The usage of BT for Baal Teshuvah or FFB in

describing Frum From Birth seem to dehumanize those we are depicting. They

are just a lazy way to have a conversation. However, one such abbreviation I

heard recently carries a certain punch to it: FBD. It means Frum By Default. Now

that hurts; it penetrates your very kishkes. Anyone working within our

community will know what is being described here; it addresses the malaise

many feel, the dullness of their Torah practice as they shuffle through the

everyday of their lives. They live as frum Yidden but without that unique fire that

defines us. They seem to be part of the Torah community yet don’t seem to be

ignited by its values. They come to shul, may well daven a bit, and yes, partake in

the kiddush, but to many, it’s just what they do, not what they feel.

In the times of the miracle of Chanukah matters were much the same. Yidden

were in a particularly difficult golus, and had begun to just float along the

mainstream of what was the practice of the host culture. No one made much of a

The antidote to
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fuss; you just went along with things. All but a few that is. There was a nucleus of

firedika Yidden that refused to give in. They did make a fuss, they did shout and

kick. It took great audacity to speak out, to ruffle the feathers of those seeking

the quiet life, yet there was no stopping this small group, for the Torah and the

Jewish nation were eternal.

We the of the heimishe world are sometimes closeted in a bubble that is

Chareidisher Yiddishkeit circa 2014. It would be wise to remember that the vast

majority of Jews living in our generation have never tasted a Torah life and find

themselves quite comfortable in the ways of their host country. Even in Eretz

Hakodesh we are witnessing how difficult it can be trying to create a Torah

atmosphere whilst the majority  are antagonistic to such a lifestyle.

We are several generations after the Churban and are beginning to detect signs

of spiritual stagnation within our tightly knit circle. This is the default position

many live in, and woe betide the children brought up in this manner. We must

live the Chanukah miracles in our homes and families. Complacency is the

enemy of our future, and lighting the candles of Chanukah should signify more

than an excuse for a party.

“Ours is a generation crying out for light. Let us ignite and illuminate
our hearts with fresh vigour”

Chassidic stories are often retold; this is because with each new hearing more

light is shed. Let me share just one such popular, yet moving tale.

In Bergen Belsen on the eve of Chanukah, a selection took place. Early in the

morning three German commandants, dressed in their perfect black uniforms

with the skull and crossbones insignia, entered the men’s barracks. They ordered

the men to stand at the foot of the three-tiered bunk beds.The selection began,

and with indiscriminate nonchalance they walked past, and waving a finger,

decided who would be subject to the sentence of death.  With the shrilling word

“komme,” the men selected were marched outside; awaiting them was a group of

S.S. men. They then were methodically beaten with iron poles and truncheons

until they were dead. This random mayhem took place all that black day until

sunset.  When the Nazi devils finally departed, they left behind hundreds of



tortured and twisted bodies.

It was then that Chanukah began in Bergen Belsen. The time had arrived to

kindle the Chanukah lights. Instead of a silver menorah, they made do with a

wooden clog, strings pulled from a camp uniform for a wick, and for the precious

oil, well, for that they found some liquid shoe polish.

Not far from the heaps of freshly killed neshomas, the living skeletons gathered,

seeking to observe the mitzvah of light in the darkest pit on earth.

The Bluzhever Rebbe ztl lit the first light and chanted the first two blessings with

a sweet yet sad tune. He then looked around, as if seeking something.  Quickly

he turned his attention back to the light and recited the third blessing, “Blessed

art Thou, O Lord our G-d, King of the Universe, who has kept us alive, and hast

preserved us, and enabled us to reach this season.”

Amongst the people present was a Mr. Zamietchkowski, one of the leaders of the

Warsaw Bund. He was a clever and sincere fellow who had a passion for

discussing issues of truth even in the hell he was living in.  As soon as the Rebbe

finished the lighting ceremony, Zamietchkowski elbowed his way to him and

said, “Spira, you are a clever and honest man. I can understand your need to

kindle the lights with the blessing even in this death house.  I can even

understand the historical note of the second blessing, but the fact that you

uttered the third blessing is beyond all understanding. How could you thank G-d

for letting us live to this time, when outside your window there are hundreds of

dead martyrs?  Even those alive are just seconds away from death, and to this

you bestow a blessing “who enabled us to reach this season?”

“Reb Yid, you are one hundred percent correct,” sighed the Rebbe. “When I

reached that third blessing I also hesitated and asked myself what should I do
with this blessing? I turned my head, hoping to catch the eye of the Rav of Zaner

or one of the other worthy Rabbis, wishing to ask them this question. But just as I

was turning my head I noticed that behind me a throng was standing, a large

crowd of living Yidden, with eyes expressing faith despite the odds. They were

there to see the Chanukah lights with deep devotion. I said to myself, “If Hashem
has such a nation that at times like these, when standing before the Chanukah
lights, they see in front of them the heaps of bodies of their beloved fathers,



brothers, and friends, and death is lurking in every corner of their lives; if

despite all that they stand in such numbers to witness the Chanukah ceremony,
then I have been blessed to see such startling devotion and this is deserving of a
blessing.”

Some years later, the Bluzhever Rebbe received regards from Mr.

Zamietchkowski. He had asked the son of the Skabiner Rav to tell the Bluzhever

Rebbe that the answer he gave him that dark night in Bergen Belsen had stayed

with him ever since and was a constant source of inspiration during hard and

troubled times.

Sometimes darkness creeps up on us, and we suddenly find ourselves engulfed

by it. We have been spared the hell of the camps. However, many find

themselves engulfed in depression and anxiety. We never feel it happening, yet

all the while our hearts seem to grow dimmer. When the bleakness seems at its

worst we flounder, wondering how there will ever be light once again.

Ours is a generation crying out for light. Let us ignite and illuminate our hearts

with fresh vigour.
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